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Western Civilization owes
Eastern knowledge
Reporting by: Maryam Ghandeharioon

New Theories is a section of Manzar academic journal which is dedicated to the specialized workshops of Nazar Research Center. It provides an oppor                                  
to readers as comprehensive reports in the New Theories section.Dr. Fereydoon Joneidi -the Shahnameh researcher and the professor of culture and
   L    Q 4    Q *            New Theories studio in 11.August.2012.
The studio discussion was about East and West Knowledge, the two
different genders, the heaven and earth knowledge. And which one owes
the other. The professor was strongly insisting on the Iranian source of
the human knowledge and was excitedly speaking to prove his claim to
discuss the main subject. He began his speech with a linguistics introduc                 
                
              creasing, news from the past and postponing to the future, establish the
mathematics which causes other sciences to be found. He pointed to the
language signs: Every action has a root in Avestan and ancient Iran lan    !"#$ %&   ! '   ($ %)  '
  "%*   +    ' !%  '
AP( move quickly), APAEERI (up), NI FARR(friendship on the ground),
AFARR(my love and kindness and friendship towards you). We never
thought the Admiration and the Damnation, with two different interpretations and meaning, have the same root. He obviously sees the relation
     4  5 4   $
knowledge as the source of world knowledge, and refers to the Avestan
language to prove this statement. The word like Sekaran (they said the
ground was circular) that was Globe (Koreh) in Arab language, came from
Kar which meant Revolve. This word shows that ancients have known
the Earth's rotation. In addition, Anahita word (symbol of water and development) is what making all the land and the creatures on and under
the earth happy, it is so obvious that our ancients lived before Achaemenid era, knew the globe forms. Since Persian language links to Pahlavi
language and Pahlavi language links to Avestan language- the oldest
world's Aryan language- the Aryan's oldest writings and the world's Aryan
language belong to us, and their relation with the Persian language and
  7        4    
history, and wonderfully said about Iranian research extension. Combination of geometry sciences, physics and mathematics at Ivan Madaen
arch, Pottery discovering in Kermanshah 10400 years ago(Pottery is the

greatest world's cultural phenomenon), 4.5 hectare extension of Persepolis, It's standing level on stone 2500 years ago, Using Cranes in moving
stone Pieces at Persepolis, Achaemenid Royal Road's Calculations and
 %<      ' =
            " 4
era, Using Scales, Doing the brain Surgery on skull 4850 years ago, Circular multi-section and accurate divisions on clay tablets, pots, plates and
  "     $ 4 
The scales appeared during Keyghobad kingdom which was expressed
in the historical books after Islam. At that time Iranians measured the
most eastern islands of Japan to West of Africa and calculated that to
180 degrees. Midday was the middle of this degree which is Sistan today
position. This measuring accuracy shows that our ancients surrounded
            
and their calculations are matched with today measurements. There is a
paragraph in Mehr Yasht which has determined four sides of our country
(country that is committed to love and truth and vow). Mehr country is surrounded by Kharazm sea( Amu sea) from north, to eastern of India from
east, to Fareh island on the straight line (the equator) from south, and the
Ni Ghan of western of Ireland from west.
The interesting contents is expressed in Moondehesh (Creation root)
books -which is about the Mobed contents- such as: Sun rises from Albourz mountain and a hole every day, hole is called Darichak (opening)
in Pahlavi language, and also Dariche or Daraje in Khorasani language,
This means that Sun goes up one degree a day till getting to 90 degrees,
then it goes to 90degrees from the windows of other side too, and totally
it becomes 180 degrees. Our ancients with the past six thousand years
knowledge had determined the 180 and 360 degrees of circle. He added
that our knowledge and research extension are quite wide.
So, Iranians, Be aware and be proud of your ancients, and know the
sun has risen from the East, and Iran is the source of world knowledge,
and whatever the West has, belongs to us.

Pic1: In an Old belief Iran
was located in the center of world. At that time,
Iranians measured the
most eastern islands of
Japan to West of Africa
and calculated that to 180
degrees. Midday was
the middle of this degree
which is Sistan today position. This measuring
accuracy shows that our
ancients surrounded trigo
   
years ago, and measured
ups and downs, and their
calculations are matched
with today measurements.
Source: Fereydoon Joneidi Archive, 2012.
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